Old Marking Schema

• The final mark will be a composition of
  – Midterm (10%)
  – Weekly Critique (10%)
  – Paper Presentation and Discussion (10%)
  – Project Proposal (10%)
  – Project Progress Report (10%)
  – Final Report (40%)
  – Class participation (10%)
New Marking Schema

• The final mark will be a composition of
  – Paper Critiques *(2 papers per student)* (10%)
  – Paper Presentation (10%)
  – Project Proposal (10%)
  – Project Progress Report (10%)
  – Final Report *(50%)*
  – Class discussion (10%)
Course Project

- Individual research project for everyone
- Come up your own idea
- Unique idea for each project
- Need substantial programming components
- Requires 3 research questions to evaluate the research
- 3 pages IEEE format proposal report
- 3 pages IEEE format progress report
- 10 pages IEEE format final report
Course-based and Project-based Master’s Students

• Only present the project proposal in the class
• Submit the rest of the presentations on the youtube
  – Project progress presentation
  – Project final presentation on the youtube
• Will allocate some period of time to discuss the papers and projects
• Participate in the class discussion
• Interact with my assistance (looking for him/her in progress)
Research based Students

• Innovative research ideas
• Come up with your own idea
• All the presentations are done in the class
• Participate in the class discussion